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The 1970,; and 1980s witnessed a resurgence of the small-business sector 
in many Western countries (Brock and Evans 1989), including Canada 
(Cohen 1988; Thompson 1986). This resurgence was accompanied by an 
increasing emphasis on the promotion of small businesses and 
entrepreneurship in strategies of local development (Giaoutzi, 
Nijkamp, and Storey 1988; Savoie 1987). The success of such efforts 
depends not only on economic-geographical factors, but also on the 
nature of local social networks since entrepreneurship is largely a 
social phenomenon. In particular, ethnicity can have a major influence 
on entrepreneurship in multiethnic societies. The significance of 
ethnicity is augmented in countries with high levels of immigration, 
as entrepreneurial activity can serve as a route of economic 
advancement for immigrant groups lacking the contacts or 
qualifications to move (lheod r(lpidly as salaried employees (Light 
1984; Teega Research Consultants 1986). Given the high ratio of 
immigrants per population in C(lnada and Canada's official promotion 
of multiculturalism, the role of ethnicity should not be underestimated 
in any examination of the Canadian smali-business sector and its 
spa tial evolu tion. 

This p(lper examines the influence of ethnicity, metropolitan 
structural opportunities, and their interaction on the entrepreneuri(ll 
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behaviour of ethno-linguistic minorities in Canada. Based on data 
from the 1981 Census of Canada, we will investigate the factors 
influencing the propensity of ethno-linguistic minorities to become 
self-employed, as well as the factors influencing the industrial 
composition of the self-employed and the roll' of self-employment in 
economic mobility and socio-linguistic integration. We will also 
discuss the influence of metropolitan size, economic structure, and 
ethno-cultural milieu on minority entrepreneurship, and will argue 
that self-employment plays different roles in the mobility routes of 
various ethnic groups. Well-established groups from developed 
Western countries tend to u tilize their personal qualifica tions for 
advancement through entrepreneurial careers, whereas sorne groups 
from less-developed countries utilize ethnic networks for advancement 
through distributional and blue-collar entrepreneurial activities.i In 
the latter case, structural opportunities produced by different urban 
economies may influence differently the entrepreneurial behaviour of 
different ethnic minorities. 

Theories of Entrepreneurship among Ethnie
 
Minorities and Their Relation to Spaee
 

The influence of ethnicity on entrepreneurship is attributable to 
different cultural attitudes, human capital, and class resources of 
ethnic groups, as weIl as to such contextua! factors as discrimination 
(Light 1984). Ethnic networks are a major factor in the channelling of 
immigrants and minorities into specific entrepreneurial niches. Ethnic 
entrepreneurial enclaves, characterized by extensive informaI ethnic 
networks, have opened the way to upward mobility for immigrants 
arriving with no job qualifications, enabling them to acquire 
entrepreneurial skills through personal contacts and acquaintances 
with their entrepreneurs (Portes 1981; Razin 1990a). The prospects 
that minorities possessing professional skills will become self
employed is assumed to depend more on personal qualifications, 
although still influenced by family contacts and ethnic networks. 
Among minorities lacking resources and an entrepreneurial tradition 
but enjoying sorne public support, small-business owners can be of a 
different type, however. Black-owned construction firms in New York, 
for example, have tended to be owned by business school gradua tes, but 
only the preference granted to them in getting contracts for public 
projects has seemed to account for their survival (Freedman 1985). 

1 Examples of blue-col1,1[ industries dre manufacturing, construction. ,lnd prim,1[y 
manuf,lcturing. Examples ot distribution industries are v\'holesale. ret,lil, 
ilccomnlod,ltion clnd food sL'r\'icl'~, tr~lnsporttltion,(Incl C0111111Unic,üiollS. 

SEIJ'-EMI'LOYMENT AMONC ETHN1C MIf\ORITIES ['\J l'MAs 

Although sociologists mainly emphasize the roll' of ethnic 
attributes in the prospects for entrepreneurship among ethnic 
minorities, these prospects also depend on local structural 
opportunities. lndeed, entrepreneurial networks can assume diverse 
forms at different locations (Johannisson 1988). Ample self
employment opportunities may be found in large and diversified 
metropolitan areas, with substantial activity in sectors characterized 
by low b,lrriers to entry and high proportions of sma11- and medium
sized firms as opposed to sectors characterized by high barriers to 
entry.ê High levels of economic well-being, boosting local purchasing 
power, also can influence self-employment opportunities positively 
(Fothergill and Gudgin 1982; Keeble and Weyer 1986; Razin 1990a). 

Businesses in ethnic enclaves tend to concentrate in niches 
characterized by low barriers to entry and relatively protected from 
the competition of majority-owned businesses (Waldinger 1986). The 
protected ethnic market can be a convenient niche in which minority 
entrepreneurs can begin, using skills or trades related to the country of 
origin (Kim 1981). Multiethnic urban areas crea te particular 
opportunities for minority-owned small business by (1) forming 
fragmented patterns of demand which reduce economies of scale in 
serving the local population, and (2) offering large niches catering to 
the needs of central city minority sIums, which do not attract 
mainstream firms or the native middle-class population (Light and 
Bonacich 1988). Certain blue-collar self-employment occupations also 
present opportunities for minority entrepreneurs. 

Entrepreneurship among Ethnie Minorities in Canada 

The entrepreneurial behaviour of ethnic minorities in Canada has 
been influenced both by Canada's social and economic features and by 
its immigration and absorption policies. The prevailing perception 
has been that the Canadian climate for investors and entrepreneurs is 
inferior to that of the United States (Peterson 1977). The Canadian 
economy is only marginally more regulated than the American, but the 
Canadian government is more willing to engage in public enterprise. 
The Canadian economy also is more externally controlled, offers 
smaller internaI markets, and is more resource-based-attributes that 
can deter entrepreneurship (Goldberg and Mercer 1986). Still, the 
"quiet revolution" in Quebec has been accompanied by changing 

2Exall1ples of low-barriers-to-entry industries are construction; trade; and persona), 
business, food, and public services (not incIuding public administration). Examples of 
high-b,uriers-to-entry industries are agriculture, manufacturing, transportation, 
communications, utilities, finance, insur,lnce ,lnd real estate, and public 
ad 111inis tr ,1 ti~)I1. 
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attitudes toward entrepreneurship (Higgins 1986), and Canadian 
regional policies also have shifted toward promoting local 
entrepreneurship (Savoie 1987). Moreover, partly because of economic 
recession conditions (Levesque 1985), between 1975 and 1986 the number 
of self-employed workers in Canada increased more than twice as fast 
as the number of salaried workers (Cohen 1988). 

Economic development needs and labour market considerations 
seem to have played a greater roll' in Canadian immigration policies 
than in US policies (Seward and Tremblay 1989; United Nations 
1982). In fact, since 1978 Canada has had a specific programme for 
attracting immigrant entrepreneurs, but it has not been aimed at 
immigrants striving for economic success and upward mobility through 
entrepreneurial activity in an ethnic enclave. Instead, it has been 
geared toward wealthy businesspeople with substantial capital, a 
proven record of business, and definitive plans for establishing a 
business in Canada (Nash 1987). 

The Canadian emphasis on multiculturalism may be assumed to 
slow assimilation (Goldberg and Mercer 1986), particularly in bilin
guallocalities such as Montreal. Evidence supporting this argument is 
not definitive, however. Apparently, the myth that advancement can 
be achieved by preserving ethnic ties and culture emerged, para
doxically, in the United States, whereas in Canada rapid cultural 
assimilation has been considered beneficial for the economic mobility 
of immigrants (Richmond 1981). Nevertheless, ethnic networks have 
been critical in attaining economic success in Canada, as demonstrated 
in a study of Portuguese immigrants (Anderson 1974). ln the case of the 
non-enterprising Portuguese immigrants, however, the stepping-stone 
jobs were usually unionized jobs. 

The phenomenon of ethnic entrepreneurial enclaves has received 
little attention in Canada. Canadian cities lack the large, protected 
niches that serve crime-ridden central city minority siums and are 
utilized by immigrant entrepreneurs in the United States. Still, the 
Jewish entrepreneurial enclave in Toronto's garment industry, formed 
during the early twentieth century (Hiebert forthcoming), as weil as 
its Chinese successor (Wickberg 1982), closely resembles the same 
phenomenon in New York (Waldinger 1986). ln 1983 Kallen and Kelner 
(1983) observed that in Canadô the majority group entrepreneurs 
tended to begin their careers as employees-led into entrepreneurship 
by their professions-whereas minorities typically chose self
employment in the first place, changing from one kind of business to 
another in the search for success and utilizing kinship networks and 
broader ethno-religious tics. Thus, self-employment was an 
intentional choice of ethnic minorities in their struggle for economic 
advancement. 

SELF-EMPLOYMENT AMONC ETI [NIC MINORITIES IN CMAs 

Description of this Study 

Hypotheses 

In this study of how the structural opportunities produced by 
metropolitan economies influence entrepreneurship among môjor ethno
linguistic minorities in Canada, it is assumed that the largest 
Canadian metropolitan areas (CMAs) offer wider opportunities for 
minority entrepreneurs than the smaller and less-diversified areas. 
The largest CMAs-Toronto, Montreal, and, to a lesser extent, 
Vancouver-offer large concentrations of co-ethnics, diversified 
markets, and ample less-prestigious blue-collar and distribution-based 
entrepreneurial niches that do not attract majority groups. Thus, these 
areas offer entrepreneurial minorities particular opportunities to 
advance through the utilization of extensive ethnic networks. 

Whereas ethnic ties are assumed to be a major aspect of blue-collar 
and distribution-based minority entrepreneurship, formai education 
and personal qualifications can be more crucial to success in white
collar entrepreneurial careers.' The largest metropolitan areas, 
particularly Toronto, offer the widest opportunities in various top
level professional services. Ethnic minorities, however, generally do 
not enjoy protected niches in these competitive fields, and new 
immigrants may especially suffer from disadvantage in such top-level 
services. Because white-collar entrepreneurs are less dependent on 
ethnic networks, they may be able to penctrate less competitive small
business niches in smaller CMAs more easily. 

Montreal's unique l'timo-cultural milieu is assumed to influence 
self-employment opportunities for ethnic minorities. But Toronto may 
provide ethnic minorities with a better entrepreneurial climate than 
the bilingual Montreal (Higgins 1986). Thus, the assimilation of 
immigrants may be slower in Montreal (Ossenberge 1964), thereby 
restricting particularly the ability of minorities to penetra te high
level professional services. Montreal may not, however, be as 
disadvantageous for minority entrepreneurs in lower-level blue-collar 
and distribution niches that do not depend on cultural assimilation. 
Entrepreneurial paths of ethnic minorities in Montreal, therefore, may 
be more restricted to such niches, which do not require assimilation 
into the host societies. 

The impact of location on entrepreneurship can be expected to 
differ widely across ethnic groups. This study includes six major ethno
linguistic minority groups: Chinese, German/Dutch, Greeks, Italians, 

'E:\,lmpIl's of whitl'-coilar l'lltrl'llfL'nt'llfl,ll carL'L'rs ,1rL': L'ducation, lw,llth, wL'IfarL', 
bu .... inL'ss, i:lnd pL'fsoIlal ~lnJ rc-léltL'd sl'rvIcl's. 
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Poles/Ukrainians, and Portuguese. The German/Dutch eth no
linguistic minority is a prosperous group, which is geographically 
dispersed and largely invisible, being easily assimilated into the 
Canadian society. They are prominent in professional occupations, 
although they have strong roots in farming. Self-employment among 
them may be more a function of human capital attributes and financial 
resources than of ethnic networks. They may compete for top-Ievel 
professional niches in the largest metropolitan areas, but being 
relatively assimilated, they also may find it easier to become self
employed in smaller CMAs, particularly in those regions where they 
have roots in farming. 

Poles/Ukrainians have similar agricultural roots in Canada. 
These groups, however, began their employment history in Canada at 
the non-skilled, blue-collar, low end of the occupational ladder and 
only gradually climbed to almost parity levels with the total 
Canadian population (Kogler 1982; Wolowyna 1980). Their entrepre
neurial behaviour may resemble that of the German/Dutch, but they 
are less entrepreneurial in general, and they have not penetrated 
significantly top-Ievel, white-collar self-employment occupations. 

Self-employed immigrants from southern Europe and from Asia 
may depend more on ethnic networks, thus enjoying an advantage in 
the larges t, most diversified metropolitan areas. Greeks represent a 
group that arrived in Canada with few formaI qualifications but used 
rather extensively entrepreneurial opportunities in the restaurant 
business and other distribu tional activities (Chimbos 1980). Italian 
immigrants have tended to engage initially in low-income urban 
occupations, but second and la ter generations have experienced 
significant upward mobility. The Portuguese are a typical low-wage, 
blue-collar, non-entrepreneurial group, concentrating in janitorial, 
construction, and factory work (Anderson 1974). Finally, the Chinese 
have suffered from discrimination more than any other of the major 
ethnic minorities in Canada. A clear dichotomy exists between the 
low-wage Chinese labourers who arrived in Canada in the past and 
the more recent immigrants, many from Hong Kong, who arrive with 
professional experience and technical qualifications. The Chinese 
concentra te in large metropolitan areas, mainly Vancouver and 
Toronto, and traditionally have gravitated toward small businesses 
such as restaurants and the garment industry (Wickberg 1982). 

Because the relationship between self-employment and income 
indicates the role of entrepreneurship in the economic advancement of 
ethnic groups at various locations, it can be assumed that immigrant 
groups that show a strong tendency to engage in self-employment are 
those whose self-employed members earn much more than salaried 
employees. Among more assimilated groups, however, self-

SELF-EMPLOYMENT AMONG ETH NIC MINORITIE5 IN CMAs 

employment may not be associated with higher incomes, for, as is the 
case in the United States, these groups may enjoy wider weil-pa id 
salaried job opportunities (Razin 1988). 

Data and Methodology 

The analysis is based on the 2 per cent individual file of the Public 
Use SampIe prepared by Sta tistics Canada on the basis of the 1981 
Census. Use of this data source imposes some limitations, however, 
especially on the possible definitions of entrepreneurship and, more 
important, on the role of ethnic minorities in the informaI economy. It 
is nevertheless the most appropria te source presently available for 
analyzing entrepreneurship, at least at the national level. 

In addition to the three major metropolitan areas of Toronto, 
Montreal, and Vancouver, the data include four CMAs in southem 
Ontario-Hamilton, St. Catharine's-Niagara, Kitchener, and London 
-mostly characterized by a large manufacturing sector and grouped 
here as "other Ontario CMAs". Winnipeg, Calgary, and Edmonton are 
grouped as "Western CMAs". Halifax, Quebec-Hull, and Ottawa are 
excluded from the analysis, the first two having very small minority 
populations and the third having an indus trial structure very 
different from that of the other CMAs. 

The analysis refers to the self-employed as entrepreneurs, 
although it is acknowledged that sorne self-employed merely 
purchase or inherit their business, or perform simple operations with 
little freedom or initiative. Still, it can be assumed that the attributes 
of the self-employed are closely indicative of patterns of business 
formation and economic entrepreneurship (Razin 1990b). Measuring 
ethnicity itself is not an easy task as many indicators can be used. 
Ethnic origin, mother tongue, and place of birth are among the 
indicators used most frequently, alone or together, to define ethnicity. 
Ethnic groups based on ethnic origin and ethno-linguistic groups based 
on mother tongue are used here to define ethnicity. In both cases, place 
of birth has been used to distinguish immigrants from those bom in 
Canada. We must admit, however, that the use of census data to 
identify ethnic communities imposes sorne limitations that must be 
recognized. We know, for example, that sorne ethnic groups that 
appear "monolithic" through the census are, in tact, fragmented. Such 
a group can be composed of a certain number of subgroups based on their 
well-differentiated behaviour (Langlois and Berdoulay 1987). 
Unfortunately, this level of differentiation is very difficult to attain 
through the census, if not impossible. 

The analysis begins by examining in each metropolitan area rates 
of self-employment by country of birth and selected ethnic origin. Both 
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variables are constrained by the level of detail available in the 
Table 1

public use file. Further analysis concentra tes on the largest ethno
PER CENT OF SELF-EMPLOYED IN CANADIAN METROPOLITANlinguistic minorities, whose samples are of sufficient size to conduct a 
AREAS, BY COUNTRY OF BIRTH, SELECTED ETHNIC ORIGIN,

multivariate analysis. Given the limitations of the country-of-birth AND MAJOR ETHNO-LINGUISnC MINORITY, 1981 
varia ble, which aUows only identification of foreign-born minorities, 

Montreal Toronto Vancouver Other Ontario Westernand the vagueness of the ethnie origin variable, mother tongue was 
CMA CMA CMA CMAs" CMAsb 

chosen as the preferred variable for correct identification of major 
ethnie minority groups. LF 0/0 SE LF % SE LF 0/0 SE LF 0/0 SE LF 0/0 SE 

The effects of contextual factors on the propensity of ethno
COlllltnl of Birtil 

linguistic minorities to become self-employed were explored using logit 
Cèlnadêl 24,766 5.3 20,5R8 5.8 JO,091 7.2 11,747 5.R 17,840 6.2analysis. A first set of models distinguished between low-barriers-to
USA 219 9.1 467 9.6 313 12.1 241 5.0 342 6A 

entry and high-barriers-to-entry industries, thus differentiating the Frilnce 3RI 11.5 61 82 2R 10.7 10 10.0 34 5.9 

impact of the metropolitan indus trial structure from other metropol CenYltlnyC 239 12.1 992 151 470 14.7 547 12.8 622 13.2 
Britilin 393 46 2,9R2 6.9 1,202 9.8 1,199 3.5 988 7.2itan attributes. A second set of models examined the influence of socio
Yugoslavia 71 1.4 494 11.3 90 8.9 24R 10.1 115 9.6 

demographic characteristics and of ethnicity on the propensity to Greece 430 17.9 5R6 15.5 43 18.6 82 22.0 36 222 
become self-employed in each metropolitan area. The association of	 Italy 1,202 9.3 2,476 9.9 208 12.0 537 R.2 230 9.1 

Portugal 260 _./ 916 4.0 R4 2A 232 2.2 138 4.3education, ethno-linguistic group, CMA, and industry of the self	
')~ 

Hungary 110 17.3 23R 15.5 74 21.6 77 10.4 R6 13.9 
employed was then examined using a log-linear analysis. FinaUy, two [Joland 180 15.6 494 12.3 69 13.0 156 12.8 226 7.5 

other sets of logit models4 were used to explore the impact of self Czechos1ovakiJ 64 21.9 151 15.9 57 14.0 72 20.R 67 6.0 
USSR 103 17.5 400 11.0 55 7.3 137 10.2 167 10.2employment and ethnicity on (1) income and (2) socio-linguistic 
Europe,others 299 12.0 553 10.8 252 12.3 14R Il.5 183 13.7 

integration in each metropolitan area. In these models, income and age Asia 704 9.5 2,432 7.7 1,410 R.4 266 n.R 1,063 R.2 
were grouped into categories to eliminate non-linearities.	 AfricJ 461 9.8 443 9.3 170 R.2 42 4.8 165 13.9 

South Jnd CentralAlthough the small sample restricted the scope of the 
America 741 3.2 2,029 2.7 152 lIB 192 3.6 321 4.4 

multivariate analysis, it was sufficient to provide insights into the Others 30 6.7 120 6.7 185 9.2 22 9.1 79 7.6 
phenomenon of entrepreneurship among ethnie minorities in major 

Sdcctcd FIl1l1ic OriginCanadian metropolitan areas. 
British 3,458 4.4 17.199 5.7 7,304 7.6 8,622 5.2 9,436 6.1 
French 20,102 5.4 1,012 3.5 475 7.8 721 5A 1,483 6.3 

Contextual and Personal Influences on Self-Employment Africiln, Caribbeiln 265 3.8 892 3.4 64 7.8 RR 3.4 164 3.0 
Jewish 1,018 19.1 1,341 20.6 163 17.8 76 15.8 299 19.4 

Those born in Canada (hereafter referred to as Canadian-born) and 
Major EtllllO-fillglli:;tic those of British and French ethnie origins had lower rates of self
Millorit!! 

employment than those born abroad (hereafter referred to as foreign
Chinese 137 5.1 R06 7.2 R53 9.7 78 6.4 3R3 8.1

born) and those from ethnie minorities in aU CMAs. This stronger German/Dutch 286 10.1 1,110 13.6 692 11.6 R12 12.6 1.206 11.5 
inclination of foreign-born toward entrepreneurship parallels the Greek 479 15.7 602 14.R 50 16.0 96 20.R 48 14.6 

1taliiln 1,495 7.6 2,826 9.0 249 10.8 660 7.6 270 8.5American case. In Canadian CMAs the rates of self-employment among 
Poli sh / Ukrainiil n 261 7.3 890 7A 204 8.R 371 10.8 1,077 7.1

foreign-born and Canadian-born in 1981 were 8.9 per cent and 5.9 per l'ortl.lguese 260 31 944 4.3 89 45 22R 2.6 133 3.8 
cent, respectively, whereas in 272 American SMSAs the respective 

Total 30,653 6.1 36,422 7.0 14,953 8.3 15,955 6.1 22,702 68
figures for foreign-born and American-born in 1980 were 9.2 per cent and 

Source: CL'n~ll~ of CanadZl, 19H1 1 Public USe' S'llllpic (2(~ individuell file). 7.1 per cent (Light and Sanchez 1987). Rates of self-employment 
Notl': LF-l,lbour forct:'; SE-pl'r ('L'nt of sclf-l'mploYl)d.varied little among Canadian CMAs, Vancouver having a small 
,10ther Ontario C~LA.~: fLlmilton, St. Cathdrînl's-Ni,lgara, Kitchl'nl'r, I,ondnn.

advantage and Montreal and the industrial CMAs of southern Ontario bVVestcrn CMAs: \Vinnipcg, Calgcuy, Edmonton. 
(not including Toronto) a slight disadvantage (Table 1). clncludîng the Nl'thcrlands and Austrii1. 

~i\Il of the logit models presented below were estimated using the CATMOD routine of
 
the SAS library (SAS ln, lLJR5 171-254).
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Ethnicity based on ethnic ongm or mother tongue had a much 
greater influence on the propensity to become self-employed. Most 
entrepreneurial were Jews, Greeks, Central Europeans 
(Czechoslovakia, Hungary), Germans, and Dutch, whereas least 
entrepreneurial were Portuguese, Latin Americans, and blacks of 
African and Caribbean origins. For Canadian-born and "native" 
Canadians of British and French origins, the largest metropolitan 
areas, except Vancouver, did not exhibit an advantage over the 
smaller CMAs in rates of self-employment. The foreign-born, in 
con trast, tended to ha ve a sligh t ad va ntage in the larges t 
metropolitan areas. This was most prominent among immigrants from 
the United States who had much higher rates of self-employment 
th,m native Canadians in the three largest metropolitan areas. Most 
other minority groups also had their highest rates of self-employment 
in either Vancouver or Toronto, but for most groups the spatial 
variations in rates of self-employment were not striking. 

A logit model taking into account intermetropolitan differences in 
the dominance of low-barriers-to-entry industries was estimated for 
the whole of the major ethno-linguistic minorities. The results in 
Table 2 indicate the marginal role of location: the propensity to 
become self-employed was slightly lower in Montreal and Toronto and 
higher in other Ontario CMAs and Vancouver. The relatively high 
propensity of ethno-linguistic minorities to become self-employed in 
other Ontario CMAs was due mostly to the high rates of self
employment among the Canadian-born Germans/Dutch and Poles/ 
Ukrainians in these CMAs. As expected, low-barriers-to-entry indus
tries were clearly associated with a high propensity to become self
employed. Nevertheless, the interaction effect of CMA and industry 
indicated that the impact of low-barriers-to-entry industries on 
entrepreneurship was amplified in Montreal and Toronto. This finding 
seems to indicate the greater role of low-barriers-to-entry industries, 
dependent on ethnic networks, in the largest metropolitan areas. 

Separate models for each ethnic group varied considerably from 
the general mode!. The Chinese had a higher propensity to become 
self-employed in their main concentrations in Vancouver, Toronto, and 
the western CMAs. Greeks had an advantage in the three largest 
CMAs, and the Germans/Dutch had an advantage in Toronto and other 
Ontario CMAs. The positive impact of low-barriers-to-entry 
industries on self-employment was particularly evident for Chinese 
and Grccks, reflecting the concentration of these minority groups in 
such entrepreneurial niches. 

A logit model of the influence of socio-demographic effects 
revealed that foreign-born males over 35 years old had the highest 
propensity to become self-employed in al! CMAs (Table 3). The 

SELF-EMPLOYMENT AMONC ETHNIC MINORITIES IN CM As 

Table 2
 

IMPACT OF LOCATIONAL FACTORS ON THE PROPENSITY OF
 
MAJOR ETHNO-LINGUISTIC MINORITIES IN CANADIAN
 

CMAs TO BECOME SELF-EMPLOYED, 1981
 

Factor AlI" Chinese German/ Greek Italian Polish/ 
Dutch Ukrainian 

---_._---

CMi\ 

Montreal -0.11 -2.72+ -D.39** 0.71 * D.112 -O.OS 
Toronto -D.OS 1.75* D.21 * 0.65* 0.02 -0.16 
Vancouver 012 2.15* 1l.01 D.73** 0.47 D.08 
Other Ont,uio 0.12** -2.64+ D.22* 0.62 -D.20 0.21 
Western -0.D5 1.46* -0.05 -2.70+ -D.32 -0.05 

Indllslry 

Low barriers 0.55* 2.46* D.50* 1.36* 0.65* 0.57* 
High barriers -0.55* -2.46* -0.50* -1.31->* -11.65* -0.57* 

CMIÎ * lildusiry 

Montreal * low 0.14* 2.44' 0.44** -O.5S* -0.05 -O.OS 
Toronto * Imv 0.08** -1. 71->* 0.01 -O.7D* 0.05 D.18 
Vancouver.+ low -D.lO** -1.89* -O.OS -11.85* -0.53 -0.06 
Other Ontario * low -0.06 2.52+ -11.33* -lUI 0.19 0.25 
Western * low -0.07 -1.32* -11.04 2.43* 0.34 -0.28' 

'.lote: Eoch colulnn presents the paramt:'ter E'stimatcs (l'xcept for tht> interccpt) for iJ saturated mode!. 
,1 Includes the Portugut'sL', whosl.' sC'parate model is nDt prL'sC'ntcd b('(çlUSe of their 10w rate of self

en1ployml.'nt. 
* Significant at the IHl, levcl (Wdld st"tisties). 
**	 Signifie"nt dt the 0.10 leve! (Wald st,ltisticsJ. 
t Paramctcrs rcgdrded ta be infinitc. 

advantage of the foreign-born was particularly prominent in Montreal 
and Toronto. Taking into account these socio-demographic charac
teristics, ethnicity remained a variable of major importance. The 
Germans/Dutch and the Creeks had the highest propensity to become 
self-employed, and the Portuguese had the lowest. The impact of 
ethnicity was fairly stable among metropolitan areas. 

Characteristics of Self-Employed Ethno-linguistic Minorities 

Whereas the propensity of ethno-linguistic minorities to become self
employed varied little across metropolitan areas, the characteristics 
of those members of minority groups who were self-employed varied 
much more, partly reflecting the general attributes of the ethnic 
communities in each metropolis. Minority entrepreneurs in Montreal 
tended to be the least ed uca ted and the least assimilated in terms of 
use of Canada's official languages (Table 4). Dominated by Italians 
and Creeks, they tended to concentra te in distribution-based 
activities, and only a smal1 proportion were in white-collar services 
(Table 5). Thus, they earned less thélll minority entrepreneurs in most 
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Table 3 

IMPACT OF SOCIO-DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS ON THE PROPENSITY 
Of MAJOR ETHNO-LINGUISTIC MINORITIES IN CMAs 

TO BECOME SELf-EMPLOYED, 1981 

Factor AlI Montreal Toronto Vancouver Other Western 
CMAs CMA CMA CMA Ontario CMAs 

CMAs 

IÎg" 
0-35 -0.40' -lUS' -l1.30' -0.78' -0.41 ' -0.31 ' 
35-54 029' lUS' 0.19' lHO' 0.24' 0.20' 
55  0.11 " (L01 011" 0.17 0.17" 0.12 

5".1: 
Male 059' OÔ9' 0.56' 056' 0.5'1' O.ÔÔ' 
Femalc -059' -0.69' -05ô' -(J.5ô' -055' -O.h6' 

Birth P/ill',' 

C (1 n é)(.L-l -0.18' -ll5ô' -0.32' -(J.]6 -007 -ILin 
Abroad 0.18' 0.56' 0.32' 0.16 0.07 0.03 

EtllJ1o-lillgllistic Mill,lrittl 

Chinese 0.02 -0.34 -0.12 0.19 -0.30 0.10 
Cemlan/Dutch 032' 023 on' 0.13 11.34' 0.33' 
Greek O.6l' 0.8ô' 0.55' 0.54 1.09' (L5S 
ltali,ln -O.OS 0.06 -0.01 O.OS -0.21 1104 
Polish / Ukrainian -(LO] 0.18 -0.07 0.02 0.26 -0]8 
Porhlgtlcsc -0.H8' -0.99" -(J.78' -0.97" -1.17" -OH4" 

Likelihood ratio 151.3" 573 H7.H" 723" 46.7 76.9' 
--- --_.__._-

r\l)tC: E(lCh COIUnll1 prl'~enb the p<uilmcter l'::.tlllldtL'S (exccpt f(lr the interccpt) for <'l model \\'lth mdin 
l'ttects onI\'. 
"" Si~nif1c(~nt at the 0.0::; level (\\/ald st(1ti~tics). >f->f- Signific,lIlt ,H the 0.10 lc\'l~] (\V<lld st<ltbtics). 

other locations. Self-employed minorities in Toronto tended to engage 
in white-collar services, and Vancouver, with the most educated and 
wealthiest entrepreneurs, was a close second (Table 5). Minority self
employed in smaller CMAs in Ontario and western Canada consisted 
mainly of Cermans, Dutch, Pales, and Ukrainians, who were earlier 
arrivaIs to Canada and tended to concentrate in blue-collar activities, 
mainly in the construction and primary sectors. 

Of the particular ethno-linguistic minorities, the Chinese entre
preneurs were dominant in Vancouver, but those in Toronto, who were 
the more recent arrivaIs and the least assimilated, tended to have 
higher levels of education and were somewhat more represented in 
white-collar services (sel' Tables 4 and 5). Polish and Ukrainiim entre
preneurs in Toronto were much more educated than those in the western 
CMAs and were concentrated more in white-cDllar services thell1 in 
blue-collar activities. The two most entrepreneurial ethno-linguistic 
minorities differed widely. Creeks concentrated in distributional 
activities in Montreal and Toronto, while the Cermans/Dutch were 

SELF-EMPLOYMENT AMONG ETHNIC MINORITIES IN CMAs 

Table 4 

SELF-EMPLOYED AMONG MAJOR ETHNO-LINGUISTIC MINORITIES IN 
CANADA, BY SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS AND CMA, 1981 (PER CENT) 

Montreal Toronto Vancouver Other Western 
CMA CMA CMA Ontario CMAs Total 

Ali Major Mllloritics 
Immigrated to Canada after 40.9 42.6 40.5 24.7 23.5 36.3 

19HO 
Neither English nor French ôô.3 53.3 44.1 39.5 21.7 46.8 

spoken at home 
Ur to secondary school ô7.9 59.0 4S.2 578 55.9 58.2 

education 
lncome of Jess than $20,000 71.0 60.9 586 71.7 58.7 63.3 

Chim'sc 
Jmmigrated to Canada after 82.8 49.4 61.3 62.5 

1980 
Nt,ither English nor French H2.8 699 61.3 73.4 

spoken at home 
Up to secondary school 44.8 54.2 ô1.3 51.6 

education 

Polish/Ukmiltiall 
Immigrated to Canada after JO.6 175 1.3 9.6 

1980 
Neither English nor French 34.9 45.0 9.2 265 

spoken at home 
Up to secondary school 48.5 50.0 72.4 55.3 

education 

l''otl': Dash denotes that the total number of self-emploYl'd in the CMA or gruup of C\1As is Jess then 
2,. 

more represented in blue-collar and white-collar self-employment 
occupations, the blue-collar occupations dominating in the small CMAs 
and the white-collar jobs in Toronto. 

To examine the association of location, ethnicity, and industry of 
the self-employed, a log-linear mode! was used that included one 
additional variable assumed to have a central influence on the 
industry chosen by the self-employed-highest level of schooling. 
Values of this variable were grouped into two categories, whereas 
other Ontario and western CMAs were grouped together to minimize 
the number of cells with small expected frequencies. Tests of partial 
associations revealed that ail two-way interactions were significant 
at the 0.01 level, except for the interaction between CMA and level of 
schooling which was non-significant. The three-way interactions of 
(l) level of schooling, ethnicity, and industry, and (2) CMA, 
ethnicity, and industry were significant at the 0.051evel; other 
interactions were non-significant. 

The estimated parameters (Table 6) indicate that ethnicity 
influenced strongly the propensity of self - employed minorities to 
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Table 5
 

PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF SELF-EMPLOYED AMONG MAJOR ETHNO

LINGUISTIC MINORITIES IN CANADA, BY INDUSTRY AND CMA, 1981
 

Mother Tongue/ Montreal Toronto Vancouver Other Western 
Industry CMA CMA CMA Ontario CMAs Total 

Ali Ma/or Millorilies 
l3Iue-collar 30.9 331 35.0 42.6 41.6 35.8 
Distribution 4R.R 37.7 37.7 35.9 34.5 38.6 
Whi te-collar 20.4 292 273 21.5 23.8 25.6 
(Total no.) (252) (658) (220) (223) (281) (1,634) 

Chillcse 
Blue-collar R.6 15.7 9.7 11.4 
Distribution 55.2 55.4 58.1 55.4 
White-collar 36.2 2R.9 32.3 33.2 
(Total no.) (7) (SR) (83) (5) (3]) OR4) 

Gennall/Olllch 
l3Iue-collar 13.8 37.1 45.0 57.8 49.6 44.7 
Distribution 5R.6 25.8 23.7 26.5 26.6 27.7 
White-collar 27.6 37.1 31.3 15.7 23.7 27.5 
(Total no.) (29) (51) (80) (H)2) (39) (50]) 

Greck 
Blue-collar 13.3 21.3 17.1 
Distribution 69.3 60.7 65.3 
White-collar 17.3 18.0 17.6 
(Total no.) (75) (89) (8) (20) (7) (199) 

lia1"111 
l3Iue-collar 51.R 44.7 63.0 52.0 48.0 
Distribution 33.3 30.4 18.5 22.0 29.8 
White-collar 14.9 24.9 18.5 26.0 223 
(Total no.) (14) (253) (27) (50) (23) (467) 

Polish/Ukmillillll 
B1ue-collar 21.2 20.0 42.1 29.7 
Distribution 39.4 47.5 36.8 39.7 
White-collar 39.4 32.5 211 30.6 
(Total no.) (9) (66) OR) (40) (76) (219) 

Portllglles" 
B1ue-collar 26.8 26.6 
Distribution 4R.8 53.1 
White-collar 24.4 20.3 
(Total no.) (8) (41) (4) (6) (5) (64) 

f\:ote: D"sh denote, that the toLll number of self-employed in thl' CMA or group of CMAs is less than 
2~. 

engage in distributional and blue-collar industries, even when 
differences in education were taken into account. White-collar, self
employed occupations depended more on high levels of education. The 
CMA was of lesser importance, yet self-employed minorities in 
Montreal tended to engage in distributional activities, and those 
in Toronto had a higher propensity to engage in white-collar services, 
In Vancouver, blue-collar industries were more prominent. 

SELF-EMPLOYMENT AMONG ETHNIC MINORITIES IN CMAs 

Table 6 

LOG-LINEAR MODEL OF SELF-EMPLOYED AMONG MAJOR
 
ETHNO-LINGUISTIC MINORITIES IN CANADA
 

Seleeted 
Interactions 

CMA , IlIdllslrlf 

Montreal 
Toronto 
Vancouver 
Other 

iiighcsi Lcu'" "l 5cllill Jlillg , IlIdllslnl 

Loweducation 
High education 

ftill/icily , IlIdllslry 

Chinese 
Ccrn1dn/Dutch 
Creck 
1t,11idn 
l'olish / Ukrainian 
l'ortuguese 

CMA , Elh'llcihl ' IlIdllsln(' 

Montreal-German/Dutch 
Torontü---Germ"n/Dutch 
Other CMAs-Ccrman/Dutch 

i\ Cl te: F(lCh Cll\umn presents p,uarnt--teT cstimatc,:, for sc1ected interactions in ,1 s,"\tur,1ted log-linear 
modd which included the fol!owing \"fiables: induotry (blue-col!ar, distribution, white-collar), CMA 
(Montrc\ll, Td[Onto, V,lI1COllVCT, ather), highest l\..'vd of schooling (up to secondary, 0\'('[ sl2COnd,lry-), 

a.nd l'thno-linglli~tic minority (six major groups). 

<10n ly P<1.T<1111eters significant at the 0.05 leve1 are specified for this thret.'-\\'ay interaction. 

* Signifie"nt at the ().()~ le\'el. 

The small sam pIe limited the ability to identify significant 
three-way interactions. The only significant parameters of the 
interaction of CMA, ethnicity, and industry concerned the best
assimilated ethno-linguistic minority, the Germans/Du tch, Apart 
from sorne referring to their small community in Montreal, these 
parameters suggest that, everything else being equal, the Germans/ 
Dutch in Toronto are less likely to be engaged in distributional self
employment occupations, whereas in the small CMAs they are more 
likely to be engaged in blue-collar self-employment occupations, 
Among groups that could be assumed to develop more typical ethnie 
enclaves, such as Greeks or Chinese, the influence of location on types 
of entrepreneurial activity reflected general intermetropolitan varia
tions in entrepreneurship, 

Another set of logit models explored the impact of self
employment and ethnicity on the propensity of ethno-linguistic minor
ities to carn more than $30,000 per year. The results in Table 7 show 
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Table 7 

IMPACT OF SELF-EMPLOYMENT AND ETHNO-LINGUISTIC MINORITY 
ON THE PROPENSITY TO EARN OVER $30,000 PER YEAR, 1981 

AIl Montreal Toronto Vancouver Other Western 
CMAs CMA CMA CMA Ontario CM As 

CM As 

Labou r Force Slrilus 

Sclf-cmployeJ 0.67' 0.60' 066' -1.67' LOO' -0.25 
Employee -0.67' -0.60' -11.66' 1.67' -100' 0.25 

EtlulO-lil1gllistic A1illurity 

Chincse 0.17" -0.19 O.OS 2.19' 062 1.10 
Gcrman/Dutch 0.70* 1.17' 0.81 ' 2.82 t OA2" 1.48 
Greck -0.63' -1.67' -0.32" -2.81 t -0.64 1.31 
!talion -ILl 2 -O.2R* -0.03 2.07' -0.44 1.33 
l'olish-Ukr,ünian 0.44' 0.68' 0.25 2.63t 047" 1.27 
l'ortuguese -054 -0.29 -0.76 -6.91 -0.43 -650 

lilbollr For(L' Slalu.' , FlllilO-lillgulSli( MlllOrill! 

Slfcm , Chinese 0.21 ' 0.23 0.02 254t -0.38 158 
Slfcm , Ger / Du -0.32' -0.14 -0.37' 1.95' -0.4 1" 059 
Slfem , Greck -0.10 -0.80" 0.09 -2.49' 0.06 1.06 
Slfem , It"Iian 010 ILl 5 016 2.69t -0.38 0.68 
Slfem , Pol/Uk -027' 0.12 -033' 213* -0.23 052 
Slfem , Portllgucsc 0.38 0.44 0.43 -6.82 1.35 -4.43 
---  -----_._-

-- 

\;ok': ElCIl cull1I1lIl prL'scnts paraml'ter l'~tim<1.tL'~ kxcl'pt for the înt'--'rcl'pt) for ,1 s,ltu[,ltL'd mode!.
 

'Significant at the Il.lJ'i kw] IW,)]d st,)tistics).
 

*' Significant at thl' 11.1 Il 1C'. ,,] (W"ld ,t"tl,tic,)
 

t Pi1ral1ll'tL'rs rL'gardcd tu bl' intinill'.
 

that entrepreneurship was clearly associated with higher incomes, 
except for minorities in Vancouver and the western CMAs, where the 
combined effects of labour force status and its interaction with 
ethnicity did not yield definitive conclusions. The German/Dutch and 
Polish/Ukrainian groups were the wealthiest groups in all CMAs. The 
interaction effect of self-employment and ethnicity showed that 
entrepreneurship was a factor in economic mobility for groups at the 
low end of the income ladder: the Portuguese, Chinese, and Italians. 

A final set of logit models distinguished the role of self
employment in the socio-linguistic integration (in terms of language 
spoken at home) of ethno-linguistic minorities. Results not shown here 
indicated clearly that self-employment was associated with higher 
levels of assimilation in al! metropolitan areas except Montreal, 
where the bilingual milieu attracted minorities to self-employment 
opportunities that were not associated with strong assimilation. 

Conclusions 

This paper has shown that ethnicity is a major variable influencing 
entrepreneurship in Canada, whereas location has less importance 
This is true despite the impression, supported by our data, that well
developed ethnic entrepreneurial enclaves have played a more 
limited role in Canada than in the United States. Thus, any analysis 
of local or metropolitan small-business development should not be 
limited to examining the local opportunity structure, but should regard 
as well the inclination of the local population toward entrepreneur
ship, which depends greatly on the local ethnic composition and socio
ethnic networks. 

The foreign-born had a higher propensity to become self-employed 
than the Canadian-born, probably because of their more limited access 
to salaried jobs. But, whereas Asian groups were the most 
entrepreneurial in the United States, reaching far higher rates of self
employment than any ethnic group in Canada (Razin 1988), Europeans 
were the most entrepreneurial ethnic minorities in Canada, despite 
assimilating relatively easily into Canadian society and suffering less 
than other minorities from restricted access to salaried jobs. Among 
these groups, only the Greeks could be regarded as typical of a group 
that turned to self-employment because of lack of qualifications to 
advance as employees. 

Foreign-barn entrepreneurs in Canada's three largest metropolitan 
areas enjoyed a slight advantage over those in the smaller CMAs. 
Among the major ethno-linguistic minorities, the propensity to become 
self-employed in Montreal and Toronto was especially high for the 
foreign-born. Moreover, minori ties in Montreal and Toronto had a 
particularly high propensity to become self-employed in low-barriers
to-entry industries, and self-employment led minorities in these 
metropolitan areas to incomes higher than those of salaried 
employees in the same minority groups. Thus, it seems that entrepre
neurial opportunities in low-barriers-to-entry industries had a 
particular role in the mobility routes of immigrant groups in Montreal 
and Toronto. 

Montreal's particular ethno-cultural milieu did seem to influence 
entrepreneurship among ethno-linguistic minorities. Minority entre
preneurs in Montreal tended to concentrate in distributional activities 
and were the least educated and least assimilated. Montreal was the 
only metropolis where self-employment did not correlate positively 
with assimilation. ln Toronto, entrepreneurs of most minority groups 
were relatively concentrated in white-collar activities. Vancouver 
offered ample self-employment opportunities, which differed 
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markedly from those in the two largest metropolitan areas. Minority 
entrepreneurs in Vancouver tended to be the most educated, but when 
taking into account the role of education, Vancouver's minority 
entrepreneurs tended to gravitate toward blue-collar activities. 

As anticipated, ethnicity mostly influenced minority entrepre
neurship in distribution-based and blue-collar activities, whereas 
education was more related to white-collar self-employment 
activities. The two most entrepreneurial groups-the Greeks and 
Germans/Dutch-differed widely. Greeks concentrated in distribu
tional activities in Montreal and Toronto, whereas German/Dutch 
entrepreneurs gravitated strongly toward blue-collar activities in 
small CMAs and white-collar services in Toronto. The Chinese and 
Greeks, in particular, tended to become self-employed in low-barriers
to-entry industries, seemingly overcoming in this way difficulties in 
obtaining salaried jobs. Nevertheless, the entrepreneurial activity of 
such groups as the Chincse and Greeks was determined mostly by 
metropolitan structural opportunities and by levels of education of 
each group in each metropolis; an additional impact of place-specifie 
ethnie networks was not identified. The more assimilated German/ 
Dutch entrepreneurs showed a somewhat unique spatial behaviour, not 
fully explained by location and education. 

Self-employment led economically weak ethnie minorities to 
incomes higher than those of their co-ethnie employees. Entre
preneurship, however, did not influence positively the incomes of the 
most entrepreneurial groups, the Greeks and Gennans/Dutch. Thus, 
ethnie entrepreneurial concentrations, such as those of Greeks in 
Montreal or Germans/Dutch in Toronto and in other Ontario CMAs, did 
not necessarily offer these groups a major path of economic advance
ment that was more attractive than that of salaried jobs available for 
members of the same groups. 
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